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ABSTRACT: 

NEW EVIDENCE FOR BIADE PRODUCTION 

IN THE 

SOUTHERN COLUMBIA PIATEAU 

4~tifacts from an archaeological site on the Lower ~nake River 
d~monstrate that blades were being manufactured dur~ng the 
Altithermal climatic episode, between 5,000 and 7,500 ye~r~ 
ago. This evidence supports earlier reports ~f blade ~t1liza
tion from other sites along the Lower Snake River and 1n t'he 
~~jacent portion of west-central Idaho. 

Introduction 

The use of large blades in the manufacture of projectile points and scrapers 
previously has been inferred from evidence at sites of Alti~hermal age near 
The Dalles on the lCMer Columbia (Butler 1961), near WawawaL on the Lower Snake 
River (Nelson 1963), and at Weis Rockshelter in west-central Idaho (Butler 19~2). 
Recently, a large number of well-made blades, many of which were struck from 
cores with edge-ground striking platforms, have been recovered from a site 
(45Ga3) located on the Lower Snake River near Central Ferry, Washington (see 

• 

Osborne 1948; Nelson 1965). The purpose of this paper is to describe the • 
assemblage of blades and associated tools found at 45Ga3. 

The Site 

Blades described in this report {figs. 1 and 2) were recovered from an open 
site, 45Ga3, located a few miles east of Central Ferry on the south bank of the 
Snake River. 45Ga3 is situated on an extensive, wind-deflated surface eroded 
from loess mantling a gravel terrace of probably late Wisconsin age (see Fig. 7). 
Cultural debris, consisting of lithic materials and a few scattered fragments of 
partially mineralized bones, is present as a lag concentrate on the deflation 
surface over an area approximately 60 meters wide and 600 meters long. 

The Blades 
Method of Manufacture 

Approximately 75 well prepared blades and one probabl~ core have been collected 
from 45Ga3. Manufacturing techniques may be inferred from flake scars on the 
obverse sides of the blades and from striking platform remnants left at the point 
of blade detachment. It is infarr.ed that the bladas were struck from large 
conical or biconical cores for the following r3ascns: (1) consistently triangular 
transverse cross sections and the configurations of flake scars on the obverse 
sides of the blades, (2) the tendency towards an acute angle formed by the striking 
~latform and the adjacent free surface of the core face, {J) the marked tendency 

or ~lades to traverse only a portion of the core face, (4) the tendency towards 
promLnent bulbs of percussion, and (5) the marked concavo-convex longitudinal 4'1 
cross section of most of the specimens. Cores illustrating these same relation-
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ships have been reported from the testi~g of a site on the Lower Snake River near 
Wawawai (Nelson 1963), and an excellent biconical core was found on the surtace of 
site 45Wt29 located on the north bank of the Snake River a few miles west of 45Ga3 
(see Fig. 6). A slightly smaller, but otherwise identical core was recovered from 
45Ga3. 

From the striking platform remnants of blades from 45Ga3, it is inferred that the 
striking platforms of blade producing cores were secondarily retouched so as to 
form a flat or slightly convex platform edge. After retouch, platform edges ~ere 
dulled apparently by means of crushing, and afterwards frequently edge-ground. 
These processes were evidently designed to produce a more uniform striking platform 
which was more efficient in the manufacture of true blades. Of the 129 flakes and 
blades having retouched striking platforms, 63 were altered in no further manner, 
343 display surfaces which have been dulled by crushing, and 603 bear surfaces 
which have been both dulled and edge-ground. 

The exact 111ethod by which blades were detached from cores cannot be inferred from 
the available data. Many are small enough to have been removed by means of 
pressure flaking, but the larger blades and flakes, many of which have broad 
striking platform remnants above the bulb of percussion, clearly were detached by 
percussion flaking. Prominent bulbs of percussion and the absence of hammer.stones 
or other percussion implements at 45Ga3 suggest that a soft hallltEr was employed 
both in preparing cores and detaching blades. 

Measurements • 

Of the 129 flakes and blades with unifacially retouched striking platforms, 89 
are complete and form the basis for the following measurements. Ranges and 
averages in the gross measurements (length, width, and thickuess) are summarized 
in Table 1. Due to high internal variability, which is thought to be a product 
of small sample size, it is difficult to specify mardngful ranges t:or blade 
size. Although no modes are readily apparent for eith~r blade length or width, a 
healthy majority of the specimens fall, respc?ctively, from 2.7 to 5.1 cm., and 
from 2.0 to 3.5 cm. The distribution curve for thickness is better defined and 
possesses a definite mode coincident with the average width of 0.5 cm. 

Dimension 

Length 

Width 

Thickness 

Range (cm.) 

2.0 - 2.6 
2.1 - s.1 
5.2 - 5.9 

1.2 - 1.9 
2.0 - 3.S 
3.6 - 4.3 

0.2 
0.3 - 0.8 
0-9-- 1.3 

Percentage 

16.S 
77.0 
16.S 

18.0 
74.0. 
18.0 

s.o 
90.0 
s.o 

Average (cm.) 

3.8 

2.7 

o.s 

TABIB 1. Summary of gross measurements for 89 complete flakes and blades 
with unifacially retouched striking platforms. '!'he mode for thickness is 
0.5 cm.; modes for length and wi.dth were not detet·mi\1able. 
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Although there is considerable variation in length and width measurements, 
length/width ratios for the 89 complete specimens are distributed in a relatively 
narrow range. Figure 3 shows that 86.53 of the sample consist of true bladesr·· 
i.e., flakes whose longitudinal axes (from the buib of percussion to the furthest 
point on the blade) are longer than the iii transverse axes. This percentage is 
particularly high considering that there is an 873 overlap in the length and 
width frequency distribution curves and demonstrates that the techniques in
volved in producing these specimens were well suited to the manufacture of blades. 

Figure 3 also shows that the distribution of length/width ratios is slightly 
asymmetrical due to a large nuui>er of specimens thinly and evenly distributed 
between 1.8 and 2.3. This ia interpretated as an artificial deflation of the 
frequency distribution cur~ due (1) to t~ selection of long, narrow blades for 
the manufactu~, 9~ ~rtifacts and · (2) to the greater probability of breakage among 
long, narrow blad-~~ 

Material 

Of the 129 complete and fragmentary specimens, 773 are of fine-grained, lustrous 
basalt, 153 are of cryptocrystalline silica, and 83 are of fine-grained rhyolite. 
Many partially flaked cobbles and pebbles recovered from 45Ga3 suggest that 
virtually all of the materials used in blade manufacture were collected from 
gravels of the present Snake River and/or older gravel bars higher in the land
scape. 

• Use 

• 

To date there is little direct evidence suggesting the use of blades produced at 
45Ga3. Recovered blade tools .of unquestionable identity include only a side 
scraper (Fig. 1, a), two end scrapers, a fragmentary leaf-shaped knife, and a 
small leaf-shaped Cascade projectile point (Fig. 4, e ). Three other blades show 
evidence of utili.Zation, and three leaf-shaped projectile points which may be 
based on blades have been recovered· (Pig. 4, b-d). 

Other blades from Site 45Ga3 

Among the many hundreds of flakes recovered from 45Ga3 are several blades with 
striking platforms formed from unmodified flake surfaces or the smooth surfaces 
of well rounded river cobbles. Unfortunately, the assemblage of flakes and tools 
from 45Ga3 is not yet large enough to determine whether these blades were pro
duced for the subsequent manufacture of tools or Simply represent detritus from 
the manufacture of flaked cobble tools and/or the preparation of conical cores 
fro~ which true blades were struck. 

Tools Associated with Blades at Site 45Ga3 

The following is an itemized c~talog. A total of 118 tools were found 
in association with the blades at 45Ga3. These tools may be classified 
as f ollaws: 

S steeply keeler, unifacially flaked scrapers or core scrapers 
(Pig. 5, i-k) 
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7 small, bifacially flaked rectangular scrapers with unifacial re-
touching along one or more edges (Pig. S, e-g) 

1 large discoi4al scraper 
2 small discoidal end scrapers (Fig. 4, o) 
2 blade-based end scrapers 
1 blade-baaed aide scraper (Fig. 1, a) 
5 utilized flakes 
4 thick, partially thinned rectangular blocks; possible knife 

blanks (Fig. 5, a-b) 
1 large, blade~based knife (fragmentary) 

15 large knives and knife fragments (Fig. 4, j-1), one of which ia 
edge-ground CF fg. 4 1 m) 

1 small leaf-shaped knife (Fig. 4, i) 
1 large, thick, bifacially flaked pointed object fragmnt (Fig. 5, h) 
3 &18811 bifacially flaked core tools (Pigs. 5, e-d; 4, n) 
9 small bifacially flaked core remnants or core toola (Pig. 5, 1) 

10 leaf-shaped projectile points and point fragment• (Pig. 4, c-f, h) 
2 ateaned-lanceolate projectile points (Pig. 4, a-b) one of which ia 

of obsidian (Fig. 4, a) 
1 Cold Springs side-notched projectile point (Pig • . 4, g) 

45 large unifacially flaked cobble implements 
3 large, notched river cobbles 

Compara·tive Cultural Evidence for the Age of the Blades 

Conversations ,dtl\ .local ara:alilhead collectors indicate that leaf-shaped and stemmed
lanceolate pr~~.c~j:.le points such as those pictured in Figure 4 are by far the 
most comon· fo~~· tfpre·aented at 45Ga3. Seque·nces of cultural material: excavated 
fr~ nearby Wind~f1: qa~a (Rice 1965) and Marmas Rockahelter (Pryxell and Daugherty 
19d2) suggest that ·this association of projectile point forms occurred early 
during tli'e Altitb,et$1 cliutic episode, between 6500 and 7500 B.P.. However, the 
occurrence of a Cold Springs side~notched projectile point at 45Ga3 suggests that 
occupancy at this site may have continued later in the Altithermal, between 5000 
and 6500 B.P. 'Ibis estimate is baaed on the stratigraphic position of Cold Springs 
side-notched projectile points at ·Windust Caves (Rice 1965), Marmes Rockshelter 
J1ryxell and ·oaugherty ·1962), Three Springs Bar (Daugherty 1965: personal com
tll\lnication), ·and at the mouth of the Tucannon River (Nelson 1965). Thua, . baaed 
'1 comparative evidence, the blades moat probably date fro111 between 5000 and 
7500 B.P. 

Geologic Evidence for the Age of the Blades 

Seauence of Geol!f.c Event• at Site 45Ga3. Geological relationships at site 
45 al are summar ed in Figure 1 which ia based on field reconnaissance by the 
author an! Roald Fryxell of the Washington State University Laboratory of 
Anthropology. 'lbe sequence of geologic deposits and eYenta inferred from this 
reconnaissance is aa follows: 

• 

• 

l. The underlying gravels at the site are a part of a large acabland-flood • 
gravel bar of Wisconsin age (Bretz, Smith, and Neff 1956), identified on the basis 
of its size and topographic position, and an exposure in a gravel pit one-half mile 
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FIGURE 4. Pro/ectile points, Knives, and s'crapers found in 

association wtlh hlacfes at 45Ga3. Scale./: 1. 
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FIGURE 6. Biconlcol core recovered .from site 
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45 wl 29r · · Seo!~ 1: 1. 
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east of 45Ga3 in which clearly visible forset bedding is dipping upstream in re
lation to the present Snake River. 

2. A terrace subsequently was cut into the margin af this bar, leaving large 
boulders scattered on its surface as a lag concentrate. 

3. Dep•sition of loeas over the entire terrace follCJNed, probably during 
Altithermal time, for the loess is comparable in all details to loess of Alti
thermal age at many adjacent localities. 

4. During ~he latter part of loess deposition or sometime after significant 
deposition had ceased, lateral erosion by the Snake River exhumed a portion of the 
terrace. 

s. Volcanic ash occurs in rodent holes associated with a buried soil 
horizon. This ash was examined by Virginia Steen of the Washington State 
University Laboratory of Anthropology and was found to contain glass shards having 
a refractive index like that of volcanic glass associated with the eruption of 
Moun1: Mazama 6500 years ago. (Powers and Wilcox 1964; Fryxell 1965). The re
lation~hj,p of the ash to cultural material· is uncertain, but development of the Al 
soil .horizon probably postdates the occupation of the site. 

• 

6. Aftep the creation of a stable land surface and the formation of a 
distinpt Al t 1bU horizon beneath this surface, the surface loess overlying the 
lower portion of the terrace was deflated and redeposited nearby as dunes at the 
break in s l.ppe lbetween the ~ntled terrace and the eroded portion of the acabland 
flood bar. As a result a lag concentrate of cultural debris now lies on the de- ~ 
flation surface; the Al soil horizon truncated by this surface survives beneath 
the dunes. Local sands at the site blow off the Snake River acroBS the area of 
occupation and account for the spacial relationship between the deflation surface 
and adjacent loessial dunes. It is not known when deflation of the surface began, 
though it is now proceeding very rapidly due to intensive cultivation. The lack 
of ventifacts or noticeable polish on artifacts from the site suggests that the 
bulk of the deflation is recent. 

Relation of the Cultural Debris to the Geological Sequence. Aboriginal occupation 
of the site could be no earlier than deposition of the fast few feet of loess, which 
contain the Mlzama ash dated at 6SOO B.P. However, the land surface which came 
into existence at about 6500 B.P. may have been occupied for an indefinite period 
of time prior to the wind deflation of the site area. Except for development of 
the pedologic Al horizon, which Fryxell regards as typical of post-Altithermal 
profiles, no satisfactory terminal date can be demonstrated geologically. Thus 
our best estimate for the age of the blades remains 5000 to 7500 B.P., a period 
date based on comparative cultural evidence. 
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ABSTRACT: 

PETROGLYPHS AT ROOSEVELT, WASHINGTON 

Delmar Nordquist 

The continual threat by nature and man to petroglyphic sites 
prompted a last documentation of the Roosevelt, Washington, 
rock gaJ.lery. The petroglyphs have been recorded in their 
aboriginal context with descriptions and comments on style 
and technique. Roosevelt has three groups which are unique 
that appear to be intentional compositions. 

The threat of prog~e•~ co.Jitinties to c.onfront archaeoJ.ogical sites along the 
Columbia River. 'lWo e'cursions ~re made to examinf' and record the petroglyphs 
known to exist at RooS'evelt, Washington. Already, the local townspeople had taken 
some measures to preserve the very finest of the de•igns by removing them and in
stalling them in a park that was set aside about a m~le east of the town on State 
Highway No. 8. Within a couple of years the originaj site will be flooded by the 
reservoir formed behind the John Day Dam, now reaching completion. 

• 

The first trip in October 1964 e$t4blished the site and its extent. It lay just 
above the beach, parallel to the rive~, almost directly eaat of the older town of 
Roosevelt. A road that turns at the service atation and tavern crosses the Seattle, 
Portland and Spokane Railroad• continues east of the grain elevator and terminates 
at the river's edge. A side road cuts south to the river. The main gallery of • 
petroglyphs extends between the points where these two roads extend onto the beach. 
Although there were two identifiable markings to the north and several to the south 
of the side road, the material illustrated in this article was concentrated in the 
intervening section on lCM lying basalt boulders. The basaltic outcropping is the 
weathered and fractured face of a Pre-Pleistocene lava flaw. Being hardly more than 
10 feet high at its greatest height, the exposed cliff ta~rs to nothing at either 
extremity. Boulders of rock have been dislodged by river action, loosened by 
erosion. and recently pried apart by attempts to take the petroglyphs. 

A second trip was made in April, 1965, to continue the investigation and make 
rubbings of important glyphs. It was startling to see that half or more of those 
observed in the previous fall were gone or partially destroyed by attempts to re
move them. Since none of those in the pirk had been on the site at the time of the 
October investigation, it was assumed that collectors had taken them. Sitr::e such 
depradation is expected to continue it becomes likely that this article will be 
the lest to indicate the disposition of the original site with any degree of 
accuracy; yet even this writing is at fault since no exact inclusion can be made 
of the petroglyphs removed to the par~. 

The Petr oglyphs 

All were pecked and/or abraded into the surface of the stone. No incised or 
engraved designs were observed. However, natural cracks and fissures were used by 
some of the petroglyphs in their natural state, or they were widened and deepened 
to conform to the design. Except for certain remarkable examples at the park and • 
one example in situ, the glyphs gave the feeling that they were made separately 
with little concern for covering the surface with any grand design. They appear 
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singly, sometimes repeated, and are generally given a natural orientation frOtD 
the standpoint of the viewer. Enough are figurative in design to indicate tha~ 
the up-down placement is the same as we would have done had we stood before the 
particular rock and rendered the design. About three are on the upper faces of the 
stone and in two instances defy a po$itive identification or orientation. 

The accompanying illustrations and descriptive list catalogues the petroglyphs. 
Some are worn and are difficult to delineate. Some appear to have been unfinished, 
suggestive of a process arrested or discontinued. Those partially destroyed or 
removed cannot be discussed except in their fragmentary form at the time of re
cording. 

NUMBER 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 

ClTAIDGUE OF PETROGLYPHS FROM ROOSEVELT, WASHINGTON 

The numeral 0rder represents the sequence of petroglyphs 
· observed from the northeast to the southwest 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS REMARKS 

.All1mal paw, five toes Width 511 North of the road, 
separate fr6m the 
main gallery 

.All1mal paw, four toes Width 411 North of the road, 
separate from the 
main gallery 

.All1mal Height 911 Associated with 4 
as depicted 

Bisected arc and line Width of both Sn Just right of 3 

Depressed oval with Length 9" 
longitudinal division 

Vertical line, multiply Length 1211 Associated with 1 
crossed; with terminal 
triangle inverted & filled 

Vertical line, multiply Length 911 Associated to right 
crossed of 6 

Arc, transected lvith Length 811 

vertical line 

Vertical line with dash Length an 
perpendicular at base; Circle 411 diameter 
associated circle 

Animal form; indistinct Length 4" It is not unconunon to 
T-shaped f or.m . below (animal) find quadrupeds shown 

as having only two legs 
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NUMBER BRIEF D;ESCR1PTIOM -- • DDENSIONS REMARKS 

11 Animal Height 8" A single line :in .associa-
tion to lower right 

12 Intersected arc; inver ted Length 411 The design was f'ractlll9ed 
chevron with terminal and (right glyph) across the top. It is 
center spurs possible that the right 

figure may have been an 
animal 

13 Headless, human fo:rm Height Sn 
(overall) 

14 Two ovals, tangent Height 511 Oriented vertic~ with 
(overall) the smaller one on top 

is Chevron, inverted, ~qua.red Height 811 Conceivably an animal 
with intersecting line torm with outstretched 

and paired appendages 

16 T1'vo ovals, tangent Height 7" Similar to 14 
(overall) 

17 Dot and diagonal line (no measurements) • 18 Same as 15 Height 611 

19 Incomplete rectangle with Height 911 A somewhat indistinct 
spurs at corners petroglyph 

20 Animal; vertical line with Height 611 This may have been a 
terminal chevrons attached headless quadruped 
at apexes 

21 Cluster of dots; dots half- Width 1511 

concentric to circle (overall ) 

22 Dot 'With concentric circle, Circle 4" diameter 
with dots in half-concentric 
relation to the c:ir cle 

23 Vertical zig-zag with Height Bn Associated as illustrated. 
perpendicular line and attached The rock was broken on 
spurs; human figure (?) right side destroying 

part or left arm. 

24 Diagonal line with multiple Height 811 Associated vd th animal 
transecting lines; human or or human figure as shown 
animal. form • 
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• NWmER BRIEF DESCRIPTION DTI 1LNSIONS REMARKS 

25 Dot and line; zig-zag Height 411 The riGht side of stone 
and spurred chevron (zig-zag glyph) was fractured destroying 

a possible continuation 
of the zig-zag design 

26 oval and tangent half Length 10" The feature extending 
oval.a {left to right) through both forms appears 

to have been utilized in 
the design. The oval is 
bisected by it, and the 
so-called half-ovals 
(probably conceived as 
lVhole) are terminated on 
the upper sides 

27 Square chevron with terminal Line 1$11 long Associated with the line 
spur extensions; a long l:Lne which was cut from a 
pecked along a fissure fractured declivity of 

the stone 

28 Tvm concentric circles Length 10" A reptilian representation, 

• pointed and longitudinally probably unfinished • 
transected by a vertical arc Compare with 34 
with appended legs 

29 A diagonal line with spurs; ~c length 6tt Associated as shown 
arc with spur 

30 Line and parallel row of Length of stone badly fractured, 
separated spurs line an destroying some of design 

31 Human figure with oval Height 611 

head 

32 Reptilian form with Length 16" 28 appears to be a 
circular head, body made fragmented version of 

• of two concentric ovals the same 

33 A complex a.?Tangement of overall length Associated to 32 as 
ovals and lines 1311 illustrated 

(vertically) 

34 Reptile or insect f ormJ Height 1511 Associated ·with 35 as 
central vertical line with illustrated 
arcs appended alternately 

• 35 Similar to above Height 1511 Associated with 34 & 36 
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NUMBER BRIEF DESCRIPTION DlliEMSIONS REMARKS • 
36 Complex of lines, dominated overall length Associated with 34 e.r. 36 

by two diagonal parallels, 2411 on another face of the 
intersected by one op- (horizontal) same stone. 37 is below 
posite diagonal. Vertical as illustrated 
parallel lines superimposed. 

31 Rectangle Height 411 Associated with 36 

38 wavy line Length 2411 Has one prominent hump 

39 Vertical line with paired Length 711 Probably an animal .f'orm 
area 1 appended like a 
heart at on~ end; a cross 
at the ot,her end 

I 

40 · Cir<;l~ T4t~ bisecting line Circle 3" <U.a. Associated with 29 as 
illustrated 

41 Two l~es 1 parallel ap.d · Isngth 10" 
horizo:p.tal with inte~al, 
perpendicular lines 

42 Pictorial composition con- overall len,gth The deer are half ovals • taining a circle rd.th 2011 with bodies and antlers. 
radiating legs and three only the middle one has 
aligned quadrupeds {deer) 4 legs. 

43 Complex o.f' lines, dominated overall length Probably an animal form 
by a horizontal arc tran- of main element 
sected by lines 1111 

44 .Animal with tail Length 6n Another form that might 
be interpreted as human, 
but unlikely 

4S Complex of lines, dominated overall length Associated lv:i.th 46 as 
by a central vertical line, 11" illustrated. May be an 
transected by lines & arcs animal form 

46 .Animal Length 9" Quadruped i.d th .tail, 
associated with 45 

47 Animal \vi th dot r or head; Length 7u Similar to 44 and 46 
quadruped with tail 

48 Animal., quadruped with Length 15" Similar to above 
tail 

49 Semicircular form with Vertical Partially destroyed. • internal grid length 10" Probably complete circle 
when rlhole. Associated With 
SO as illustrated. 
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NUMBER BRIEF DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS 

so Insect (?) Length- 10" 

J,~RING - 1965 

REMARKS 

May be a .se;c,e.aa.i animal 
of: iloagina.ty· .~ .. 
As soc ia te.d with· 49-

(~ ,qllowing were southwes~ of main c~ncentration, separated by the beach 
~cce18 road) 

51 Complex of lines; a 
bisected circle 

Over a 11 height 
30" 

~2 Complex of lines, focus- Height 12" 
ing on a somewhat vertical 
axis with transecting lines 

53 Bird form; wide, horizontal Width (left to 
arc with pendant spurs and right) 8" 

54 

SS 

56 

57 

58 

59 

a centrally placed head on 
upper side 

Complex of lines, dominated Length 29" 
by two parallels partially 
intersected, and filled with 
dots and circles 

Human forms 

Arc with spurs, 
superiorly extended 

Cluster of dots 

Double alignment of 
dots 

Zig-zag, with extending 
spurs on upper segments 

Length 8" 
(larger figure) 

No measurements 

ave-tall length 
(vertically) 

6" 

OYera 11 length 
(vertical) 

10" 

vertical length 
9''/ 

Some conf iguration9 
suggest anima 1 parts 

Suggestive of some 
elongated creature with 
eyes and mouth 

Fractured across the top 
of the smaller figure. 
A spurred chev&ron at
tached to leg. Associated 
as U lustrated 

F~actured at bottom. 
This · may have been a 
a.purred ova 1. 

No sure' conf igurattott. 
However, starting at the 
third place from tfte top 
they are ordered in ·a 
digital increase of one 
to five. 

'!Wo 1 ines that rise from. 
the bottom somewhat 
parallel, converge and 
turn out at the top. 

Rock is broken at upper 
extremity, destroying 
some of the form. A brief 
suggestion of something 
else below. 
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NUMBER BRmF DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

Arc, spurred superiorly 

Arc, almost a se mi-c ire le; 
bisected arc 

Vertical 1 ine with 
appended dashes, perpen
dicular at both ends 

Circle tangent to a closed 
doubly arched form. Spur 
at base. Inverted chevron 
at right. 

Upper part of human form. 
Circular head 

Vertical line with lateral 
spurs 

Width 4" 

Height 10" 

Height 6" 

Width 6.5" 
Height 6" 

Height 8. 75". 
Circle 2" dia. 

Height 12'' 

A aeries of. ovals, bisected Length 12.S" 
through their vertical Circles (upper 
length by a line; an appended to lower): 
wavy-line at base. 1.S", 2.S", 3", 

and 3.5" in dia .. 

Similar to 66 without 
central transecting line. 
Has an appended wavy line 

Indistinct circle and 
complex of lines 

Leng~h 12" 

Height 6" 

SPRING - 1965 

REMARKS 

The lor,,er segment of the 
arc follows the contour 
of a fissure 

Associated with 61 as 
illustrated 

A provocative form, · but 
no positively recogniz
able figuration 

Incomplete: associated 
with 65 as illustrated 

Aaeocfated with 64 

Suggestive of a centipede. 
Aeaociated with 67 and 68 
as il lua tra ted 

Associated with 66 and 
68 as illustrated 

Associated with 66 and 67 

69 Three so~ewhat diagonally 
parallel lines with spurs 
s~periorly attached 

Upper length 11.5" 
Lower length 9. S" 

70 Animal length 9"'' 

(The following are taken from Roosevelt Park) 

71 A complex of lines and 
figurative forms 

Overall width 
36" 

OVera 11 height 
16" 

(exclusive of 
· oval) 

Has flared tail ' (head?) 

A remarkable composition 
of petroglyphs suggesting 
a man and dog engaged in 
hunting 

• 

• 

' 

• 
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7la HUman figure holding a Height 6.5" 
line or pole (spear?) 

7lb Animal (dog?) Length 411 

7lc Animal (deer?) Length 711 

(height of rear 3") 
i 7ld Animal (mountain sheep?) Width of legs 511 

Width of horna 3.S" 
Height 911 

7le Animal No measurements 

1l:t oval extension of one Height 311 ()V'al extension is ma.de 
of six vertical lines Width 2.511 on the upper side of the 

rock•• tace 

7lg Human figure Height 411 

7lh Animal- No measurements 

• 7ll Animal (deer?) Length 3" 

7lj Animal (deer?) Length 2.511 

7lk Animal Length 2.511 

72a Animal, body and head overall height The figure appears to 
are circles; arms and legs 13.5" have a headdress, or to 
transecting square chevrons Width of arm be grasping sanething. 
with spurred terminae (elbow-elbow) Superjjnposed to the head 

spread 4.5" is a line with superior 
Body circle spurs 
411 <U.ameter 

• 72b Fragmentary f orm1 simjJar No measurements Broken and obliterated,, 
to above but the body and leg that 

shmv- appear similar to 
72a 

73a Animal paw,; four toes Width 411 Associated with 73a as 
illustrated 

73b Anima1 paw; five toes Width 511 Associated with 73b 

74a Reptile Length 17.511 Associated vvith 74b as • Width of rear illustrated 
legs an 
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• NUMDER BRIEF DESCRIPTIOM DIMENSIONS R!!l'LARKS 

74b Reptile Length 1411 Associated with 74a 
Width of fore-
legs 5u 

75a Animal (reptilef) Length 1.5" Associated with 75b 
Width of fore-
legs 1011 

75b Reptile Length 2011 Associated with 75a 
Width of rear 
legs 711 

76a Human (infant?) Length is.sn A feta1 representation 
with extended umbilical. 
knot 

76b Animal I.sngth 711 Associated with 76a as 
illustrated except that 
both are turned over in 
park installation 

77 Figurative composition Length A hunting episode • (overall) .3411 

77a Animal (dog?) Length 411 

77b Human Height 5" 

77c Animal {dog?) Length 4" 

77d Animal {deer?) !13ngth an 

77e .Ani.Oal, deer Length 1.511 

77f Animal, deer Length 711 

78a Animal, face with ears Head, height 6tt Associated with 79b, t 

and rudimentary body Head, width S.Su 79c, and 79d as 
illustrated 

78b Concentric semi-wavy Height $11 No apparent contextual 
lines Width 911 reason for association 

78c Rudinentary animal, a Width Bn 
flattened arc with 
pendent spurs 

78d Pointed oval with long IJ3l;lgth 811 • vertical spur oval length 2.511 
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NUMBER BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

79 

80 

Human figure with oval 
head 

Cluster of dots 

HUman figure without head 

82a Animal. paw, four toes 

82b Animal paw 1 five toes 

83 A complex of figures 1 
lines, circles & dots 

8Ja Circle with flanking dots 

8Jb Human 

8)c Human with raised and 
elongated anns 

83d Two circles joined by 
intersecting line which 
extends to center of upper 
circle 

-35- SPRING - 1965 

DIMENSIONS REMARKS 

Length 9" 

No measurements The two bottom rows appear 
parallel. A suggestion of 
a circular or hexagonal 
arrangement appears above 
and to the right of the 
lower rows. They may have 
been partly destroyed by 
break in rock. 

Height 4.511 

Width 4.511 

Width 3.5" 
Height 611 

Width 411 
Height 6n 

overall length 
40" 

overall width 
32.5 11 

Circle: 411 dia. 

Width 4.:511 

Length 7" 
Width 511 

overall length 
6.5 11 

Associatedw.l.th 82b as 
illustrated 

Natural fissures and 
cracks on the rock surf ace 
appear to be part or the 
composition. 

83e Cluster of dots, one of which No measurements 
terminates a line extending to 
left edge of whole complex 

83:r Cluster or dots, somewhat as No measurements 
a triangle with apex to left 

83g Human 

83h Complex of lines; 
chevrons connected and 
separated 

Height 711 

No measurements There is a suggestion of 
animal or human forms in 
these. 
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NUMBER BRIEF DESCRIPTION D~SIONS REMARKS 

83i Human accompanied by Height 811 
lines on both sides 

83J Human (?) accompanied by No measurements 
dots and a half-oval 
overhead 

8Jk H\,lman Height 711 

831 Clus~ of dots, some- No measurements 
w~t .in parallel rows 

8Jm line with perpendicular No measurements 
spur and dot 

8Jn Cl~ter of dots, one No measurements 
separated from others 

830 Cluster of aligned dots No measurements 

Conmentary on the Petroglyphs 

The definition of style in petroglyphs is dependent upon both technical handling 
of the media and the visual concepts involved. Most of the petroglyphs of 
Washington are composed of dots or lines, extended, elaborated, or combined to 
make arcs, circles, ovals, squares, rectangles, diamonds, triangles, zig-zags, 
wavy lines, grids, crosses, and complexes which defy simple descriptions. Handled 
representatively these basic elements become animals, humans, or imaginative forms. 
Closed shapes may be pecked out completely. Those at Roosevelt fall into these 
systems, but have some singular examples or groupings that are unique. 

The following chart gives the frequency of basic forms, their peculiar relation
ships and in some degree a suggestion of their seometric analysis. 

Frequency and Relationship of the Petroglyphs 

FIGURATIVE SHAPES: 

Description 

Quadrupeds {four-legged or suggested) 
Horned 

Deer 
Goat 

Spread (legs flattened out) 
Profile (either 2 or 4 legged} 
Grouped or aligned ( 3 or more) 

Frequency of Depiction 

11 (includes following) 
10 

1 
10 
19 
3 

Totals 

• 

• 

• 

t 

• 
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Description 

Human (figures with tail, though human
like, are included under quad .. 
rupeds) 

Erect 
frontal 
profile 

Prone 
Inverted 
Articulated (legs or arms bent) 
Holding something 

Reptiles (quadrupeds with elongated ta.Us) 
Paired 

Birds (shapes with laterals Qpread, 
no legs) 

Insects (animals with more than 4 1egs} 

ArrlJna.l paws 
4 toed 
5 toed 
paired 

SPRDrG - 1965 

Frequency of Depiction Tota.ls 

17 (includes following) 
15 

2 
l 
l 
4 
3 

2 sets 

l set 

3 
3 
2 

19 

7 

3 

3 

6 

GEOMETRIC SHAPES: (separately or obviously part of another shape) 

Description 

ovals 
bisected 
tangent 
concentric 

Circles 
bisected 
tangent 
concentric 
filled 

Rectangles 

Triangles (filled) 

Zig-zags 

Wavy-lines 

Superiorly spurred arcs 

Line tr~ected by several lines 

Frequency of depiction 

6 
9 
2 

5 
2 
l 
3 

Tota.ls 

18 

2 

l 

2 

3 

3 

9 
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Description Frequency of Depiction Tota.ls 

Line or arc transected by one line 

Parallel lines with internally perpendicular lines 

Line complexes 

Dot clusters 

4 

.3 

10 

9 

Animal. forms outnumber all others. Together quadrupeds, reptiles, birds,, 
insects, and paws number 44. Contextually the petroglyph& seem to be quite con
cerned with animal.a as would be natural ~9 an econ~ directed toward hunting. 
The suggestion of power Sl'?libolization is strong although difficult to prove. 
Significantly,, no fish forms appear in spite of the site•s proximity to the river. 
The incidence of p1.ired forms must have some importance although no data is avail
able at this t• ~ explain the phenomenon. In this context, it should be noted 
that for the s&R:~ 9( det'initipn and uniformity two possible instances of pairs 
were not recorded ~ the data above, but were probably intended so. The first 
has exact simil~ri~y, e.g., Fli.gures l and 2 were 13eparated, but not so far re
moved as to be r~ disassociated. 

• 

HUman forms are seen entirely in line, but Vfi th postures, accouterments, actions 
and involvement in some relationship with·a$sociated petroglyphs. In such 
depiction, Figures 42, 71, and 77 are, without doubt, compositions. The de-
scriptive intent in these examples attest to the interrelation of the various • 
shapes represented, Figure 71, is singular with its descriptive representation 
of a hunter, dogs, and animals hunted. The separating vertical lines, and one 
topped with an oval on another facet of the rock, may not be scene depiction at 
all. In the treeless country surrounding the Columbia River, littJ.e credence can 
be placed on its being a forested scene• EVen though we might imagine it to be 
a scene in the hills to the north where there are stands of pine, fir, and oak 
it still seems rather dubious that the mind of the hunter l'ras involved with the 
obstruction of dense undergrowth or cover in the act of stalking. Pictor:i.alism 
is a development of Western Cultm-e and has no precedence in art forms of 
aboriginal North America prior to contact. It :vmuld seem, therefore, that if 
the lines constitute a counting system,, whether of days, or numbers of an:imal.s • 
killed, or of distances, it is not known. 

Special note is taken of the embryonic shape in Figure 76. The installation of 
the stone in the park has inverted it. Because the accompanying animal was up
side-dawn, it was felt that the intent of the ~troglyph was as illustrated. 
In arty case, it is remarkable that the infantile i'orm is proportionally and 
posturally that of a new-born babe with an enlarged head (which is on another 
facet of the rock) and a protruding umbilical lmot. Etlmologies are full of the 
import of the umbilical. cord, its proper tying, and disposition. This is, 
however, the only lmawn example of its kind in the Northwest. 

The dot clusters suggest some system of notation, especially where they are 
orderly or aligned. 

The complexes of lines seem to be systems of mapping, categorizing, or repre
sentation that we are not capable of interprets.ting as compositional, repre
sentational, or computative. 

• 
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Besides the representational. elements the preference for certain geometric con
figurations must have some significance. The very personal aspect of petroglyphs 
leave most of them uninterpreted. Some are suggestive of half-finished repre
sental forms. others tantalizingly involve the viewer by their care of execution 
and definiteness of shape. lllfortunately, lacking native explanation, we can 
only remark on the EJingularity of SQ'.lle and the preference of others. A com
parative study of these devices can aid t:Qe study of symbol diffusion, which 
·when handled more comprehensively, may lead U> greater insight into social and 
economic systems. 

The ovals and circles are 'tlhe most canm.only useq shapes observed. Obviously, 
dots and lip.es, or line segments, would outnumb~ the circular devices; yet, 
they are, by both their simplicity or indefinit~on, not noted here. Perhaps, 
they should and will be if further investigation makes them. more significant. 
The ·Roosevelt ovals and circles have a few singular instances of handling, e.g., 
in a series of tangent shapes and by bisection. In two animal-like fonns the 
series are appended with a wavy-line tail and resemble a centipede without feet. 
It is noteworthy that these creatures are paired giving further evidence to the 
importance of the "twin" concept. 

Circles and oval.a form heads, terminals, and junctures of lines. In at least 
four instances they are bodies, with Figures 28 and 32 having concentric ovals. 

The spurred arc and line are not of great consequence here, but they have been 
• included in the count because they appear so widely in Washington. 

• 

More significantly the transected lines become consequent by their frequency. 
They stand alone with regularly crossed axes or, as in Figure 6 (and possibly 
Figure 7 which l'fould then be another pair); in Figures 34, 35, 43, and 45 they 
suggest the skeletal frame of some animal. 

No conclusion is possible in discussing the Roosevelt petroglyphs, other than 
that which may be male in the future by intensive research, not only in the 
Northr1est but through the whole of the Western Hemisphere. For years it seemed 
hardly more could be done than cataloguing these aboriginal forms. New insights 
into related studies, mythology, comparison of art symbolism, and a more thorough 
investigation of material culture has given some lucidness to an otherwise 
esoteric subject. 
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